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H I G H L I G H T S

• One-dimensional dynamic models of a single cell and stack configuration are build.• The single cell model is used to validate reforming kinetics with experimental data.• The stack model is validated with manufacturer data for three fuel compositions.• The reforming kinetics are used to simulate direct internal reforming in the stack.• Kinetic models yield more realistic temperature profiles than assuming equilibrium.
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A B S T R A C T

Direct internal reforming enables optimal heat integration and reduced complexity in solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)
systems, but thermal stresses induced by the increased temperature gradients may inflict damage to the stack.
Therefore, the development of adequate control strategies requires models that can accurately predict the
temperature profiles in the stack. A 1D dynamic modelling platform is developed in this study, and used to
simulate SOFCs in both single cell and stack configurations. The single cell model is used to validate power law
and Hougen-Watson reforming kinetics derived from experiments in previous work. The stack model, based on
the same type of cells, accounts for heat transfer in the inactive area and to the environment, and is validated
with data reported by the manufacturer. The reforming kinetics are then implemented in the stack model to
simulate operation with direct internal reforming. Although there are differences between the temperature
profiles predicted by the two kinetic models, both are more realistic than assuming chemical equilibrium. The
results highlight the need to identify rate limiting steps for the reforming and hydrogen oxidation reactions on
anodes of functional SOFC assemblies. The modelling approach can be used to study off-design conditions,
transient operation and system integration, as well as to develop adequate energy management and control
strategies.

1. Introduction

Global agreements to eliminate the net emissions of greenhouse
gases and hazardous air pollutants call for the development and im-
plementation of more efficient and cleaner energy conversion tech-
nologies [1–3]. Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) systems enable fuel to
electricity conversion with high efficiencies and virtually no hazardous
air pollutant emissions, and even higher efficiencies are achieved when
they are combined with thermal cycles [4,5]. Moreover, SOFCs can be
operated with non-hydrogen fuels with minimal pre-processing re-
quirements and have higher resilience to fuel impurities due to their

relatively high operating temperature compared to other fuel cell types
[6,7].

Another advantages of SOFCs over other fuel cell technologies is
their capability of direct internal reforming (DIR) of energy dense hy-
drocarbons to a hydrogen rich gas mixture on the fuel electrode [8]. An
example of this is direct internal methane steam reforming (MSR) in
SOFC systems fuelled with natural gas using the heat and steam pro-
duced by the electrochemical hydrogen oxidation reaction. Moreover,
DIR reduces the need for external reforming as well as cooling with
cathode air [9]. However, DIR imposes the risk of solid carbon forma-
tion on the anode, and can be expected to increase temperature
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gradients within the stack [10]. The resulting thermal stresses may
inflict damage to the brittle ceramic cells [11].

The thermal stresses in SOFCs are primarily affected by the stack
design, in- and outlet temperatures of fuel and air, fuel composition and

electric load [12,13]. The spatial distributions of the electrochemical
and reforming reactions play an important role, as these determine the
local heat consumption and production and, as such, the temperature
profile within the stack [11,14]. Therefore, detailed information on the

Nomenclature

Roman symbols

y mole fraction [mol mol−1]
T temperature [°C]
p pressure [Pa]
R universal gas constant [J mol−1 K−1]
n molar flow [mol s−1]
A area [m2]
r reaction rate [mol s−1 m−2]
P power [W]
v stoichiometric coefficient [–]
t time [s]
cp heat capacity [J mol−1 K−1]
k0 pre-exponential factor reaction rate constant [mol Pax s−1

m −2]
k0 pre-exponential factor exchange current density [A m−2]
h̄ specific enthalpy [J mol−1]
h heat transfer coefficient [W m−2]
x spatial coordinate [m]
V volume [m3]
V volumetric flow [Nl min−1]
U voltage [V]
Q heat flux [W]
Q reaction quotient [–]
K chemical equilibrium constant [–]
j current density [A m−2]
G Gibbs free energy [J mol−1]
j0 exchange current density [A m−2]
Ea activation energy [J mol−1]
a activity [–]
A pre-exponential adsorption factor [–]
H enthalpy [J mol−1]
F Faraday constant [C mol−1]
R area specific resistance [ m2]
D diffusion coefficient [m2 s−1]
M molecular mass [g mol−1]
Nu Nusselt number [–]
d diameter [m]
w width [m]
L length [m]
N number [–]
r̄ mean pore radius [m]
C thermal conductivity coefficient [W m−1 K−2]
u utilisation factor [–]
I current [A]

Greek symbols

thickness [m]
density [kg m−3]
global reforming reaction order CH4 [–]
global reforming reaction order H O2 [–]
global electrochemical reaction order O2 [–]
global electrochemical reaction order H2 [–]
global electrochemical reaction order H O2 [–]
electrochemical overpotential H O2 [–]
electrical conductivity [S m−1]

Mason function [–]
fugacity constant [–]
tortuosity factor [–]
porosity [m3 m−3]
thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]

Superscripts

in inlet
out outlet
0 standard conditions

Subscripts

an anode
ca cathode
el electrolyte
aa active area
ohm ohmic
conc concentration
act activation
i species i
j species j
m reaction m
cv control volume
g gas
s solid
tpb triple phase boundary
eff effective
ins insulation
0 reference
k Knudsen
ch channel
n constant number
env environment
f fuel
ox oxygen

Acronyms

PEN positive electrode-electrolyte-negative electrode
IC interconnect
MSR methane steam reforming
WGS water gas shift
DIR direct internal reforming
SOFC solid oxide fuel cell
YSZ yttrium stabilised zirconia
PL power law
HW Hougen-Watson
GDC gadolinium doped cerium oxide
SR steam reformate
CPOX catalytic partial oxidation
ISM integrated stack module
CFD computational fluid dynamics
ESC electrolyte supported cell
LSM lanthanum strontium manganese
GC gas composition
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kinetics of those reactions in the SOFC anode is required to accurately
model their spatial distributions, which is useful to develop appropriate
control strategies [15].

Kinetic models for the MSR reaction on SOFC anodes vary from
simple first order dependencies on the methane partial pressure to
multi-step reaction mechanisms including up to 42 individual reactions
on the catalyst surface [16,17]. Multi-step mechanisms capture the
elementary reactions on the catalyst surface and can thus be applied to
any anode if its morphology and all temperature dependent rate con-
stants are known [18]. However, this requires a high level of modelling
detail and extensive experimental effort, while first order models can be
used in basically any model with determination of only one tempera-
ture dependent rate constant. However, multi-step methods are ex-
pected to give more accurate results.

The kinetics of both the electrochemical and reforming reaction
depend on the local temperature, partial pressures of reactants and
products and the catalytic properties of the anode. However, as both
reactions in turn affect the spatial distributions of temperature and
partial pressures, they are strongly coupled. Although the individual
reactions have been studied extensively on substrate materials, de-
viating operating conditions and cell materials make it difficult to di-
rectly implement these kinetic mechanisms in SOFC stack models
[19–21].

A number of studies have numerically modelled DIR SOFCs, usually
to evaluate their electrochemical performance or develop appropriate
control strategies. The MSR reaction is most commonly assumed to be
in chemical equilibrium and thus considered to proceed infinitely fast.
Alternatively, authors have implemented kinetics which assume a first
order dependency on the methane partial pressure only [22–24]. The
multi-step reaction mechanism derived by Hecht et al. [17] for nickel-
yttrium stabilised zirconia (Ni-YSZ) cermet anodes has been im-
plemented in more comprehensive computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
models [25,9].

In control-oriented dynamic SOFC models the level of detail is ty-
pically limited to reduce the computational demand. Multi-step reac-
tion mechanisms are, therefore, less suitable for such models, while
simple first order kinetics may yield inaccurate results [18]. Alter-
natively, Langmuir-Hinshelwood, Hougen-Watson (HW) or Eley-Rideal
kinetics can be used if the reaction can be described by a single rate
determining step on the catalyst surface. Power law (PL) kinetics may
allow the inclusion of the effects of other reactants and products on the

reaction rate without knowledge on the reaction mechanism [26–28].
However, it is unknown if any of those kinetic mechanisms can be used
to accurately predict the spatial distribution of the reforming reaction
within the stack.

Acknowledging the need for reforming kinetics derived at condi-
tions relevant for stack operation, MSR experiments were carried out on
a functional single cells with a nickel-gadolinium doped cerium oxide
(Ni-GDC) cermet anode in a previous study [21]. The data was then
used in a follow-up study to derive PL and HW kinetics [29]. In addi-
tion, a CFD model of the test setup was developed and both kinetic
models where implemented. Although both models accurately pre-
dicted the overall methane conversion, different spatial distributions of
the MSR rates were obtained. However, whether this is also the case for
stack operating, where the conditions differ substantially from the
controlled environment in single cell experiments, is not clear.

Since the DIR experiments were carried out on the same commer-
cially available single cells applied in stacks, direct transfer of the ki-
netics to stack models is in principle possible. Two 1D dynamic SOFC
models are developed in this study, one for the single cell test station
and the other representing a stack based on the same type of cells. The
structure and equations are the same for the two models, but the
boundary conditions are adjusted to account for the physical differences
between single cell setup and stack operation.

The stack model developed in this study not only includes the active
area of the stack, but accounts for heat transfer in the inactive in- and
outflow sections and heat losses to the surrounding as well. Therefore, a
commercially available integrated stack module (ISM) is modelled,
which contains two 30 cell stacks in series with internal fuel mani-
folding, placed in a thermally insulated box and external air mani-
folding [30]. The ISM is equipped with connections for the fuel and air
in- and outlets, electric power cables and temperature monitoring [31].
However, the ISM does not include balance of plant components such as
a (pre-) reformer, afterburner and heat exchanger, as is the case in other
ISMs [32,33].

The ISM model is validated with operating parameter and power
curves published by the manufacturer for hydrogen-nitrogen, catalytic
partial oxidation (CPOX) and steam reformate (SR) fuels. The single cell
model is validated using experimental data and the CFD model devel-
oped in previous work [21,29]. Finally, the two DIR models obtained in
the single cell experiments are implemented in the stack model to
compare the predicted spatial distributions of species concentrations,

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the dynamic DIR stack model development using manufacturer data and single cell reforming experiments.
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temperatures and reaction rates. A schematic overview of this approach
is shown in Fig. 1.

2. Model description

This section describes the 1D modelling framework developed to
simulate single cells, stacks and integrated stack modules based on a
single set of equations. Separate control volumes are defined for air,
fuel, interconnect and the positive electrode-electrolyte-negative elec-
trode (PEN) assembly, which are then discretised in the flow direction.
The model formulation is dynamic to enable application in future
transient simulation and development of control strategies.

It is commonly assumed that the solid temperatures dominate the
transient behaviour of SOFCs and should thus be solved dynamically,
while the remaining equations are can be formulated quasi-static
[23,24]. However, the accuracy of the time dependent solid tempera-
ture depends on the time interval at which the quasi-static properties
are updated in that case. Moreover, quasi-static mass balances require
iterative solving, while stiff solvers can deal with the different time
scales encountered, yielding acceptable runtimes. Therefore, all mass
and energy balances are implemented dynamically.

Hydrogen is electrochemically oxidised at the anode of the SOFC by
oxygen ions diffusing from the cathode through the dense oxide elec-
trolyte. Two electrons are released by this reaction

+ +H O H O e2 ,2
2

2 (1)

subsequently traveling to the cathode through the external circuit, thus
delivering a useful current. The electrons are consumed in the reduction
of oxygen in the cathode:

+O e O1
2

22
2

(2)

The overall reaction,

+H O H O1
2

,2 2 2 (3)

thus results in the electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen in the anode
compartment by oxygen from the cathode side, delivering a net elec-
tronical current. Light hydrocarbons can be converted to a hydrogen
rich mixture via the steam reforming reaction. For methane this gives:

+ +CH H O H CO34 2 2 (4)

Although carbon monoxide can be directly electrochemically oxi-
dised on SOFC anodes, the hydrogen oxidation reaction is generally
reported to dominate the electrochemical oxidation practice, while
carbon monoxide reacts via the water gas shift reaction [34]:

+ +CO H O H CO ,2 2 2 (5)

2.1. Mass and energy balances

Dynamic mass and energy balances are implemented in the model.
The gas channels of the SOFC are modelled as a series of continuously
stirred-tank reactor control volumes, in analogy to Hosseini et al. [35].
The local time derivative of the molar concentration a species follows
from a molar balance, divided by molar capacity of the control volume,
determined by its size and ideal gas law:

= +
y
t

R T
pV

n n v r Ai

cv
i
in

i
out

m
i m m cv,

(6)

The outlet flow of species i is calculated from its concentration
multiplied by the total molar outflow, which follows from the total
molar inflow and the sum of moles produced and consumed by reac-
tions. It is assumed that the changes in the total molar flow settle in-
finitely fast and can thus be assumed quasi-static.

It is assumed that all chemical reactions take place on the solid

anode and cathode catalyst interface of the SOFC, and the heat from
chemical reactions is, therefore, assigned to the PEN control volume
and not to the gases. The dynamic energy balance of a gaseous control
volume thus only depends on the change in enthalpy of the inlet gas
flow due to the temperature difference with the previous control vo-
lume and the convective heat transfer to or from the solid parts, divided
by the heat capacity of the control volume

= +
T
t

RT
pV y c

n h h hA T T¯ ¯ ,g

cv
i

i p i i
i
in

i
in

i
out

cv s g
,

(7)

while the enthalpy change from inlet to outlet due to chemical reactions
is thus accounted for in the energy balance of the PEN. The thermo-
dynamic properties of the gases, such as heat capacities, enthalpies and
entropies are calculated using the Shomate equation with coefficients
provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
Chemistry WebBook [36,37]. The dynamic energy balance of the solid
control volumes has the following form:

= + +T
t c

h T T T
x

H r jU Q1s

s p s s
g s s s

s

m
m m cell loss

,

2

2

(8)

Here the first two terms on the right hand side represent the con-
vective heat transfer to or from the gases and heat conduction, and
apply to both the interconnect and PEN, including its inactive area. The
sum of the heat of reactions and electric power drawn from a control
volume only apply to the active parts of the PEN. The heat loss to the
surroundings Qloss is applied to the boundaries and zero everywhere
else, as is discussed in Section 2.6.

2.2. Chemical reactions

The chemical reactions considered to take place on the anode of the
SOFC are the WGS and MSR reaction. Since the WGS is assumed to
proceed infinitely fast, its reaction quotientQWGS is assumed to be equal
to the chemical equilibrium constant KWGS along the active area of the
SOFC

=Q
a a
a a

K ,WGS
H CO

H O CO
WGS

2 2

2 (9)

which is achieved by selecting an arbitrary high value for the frequency
factor of the WGS reaction. Assuming ideal gas behaviour for the re-
actants and products the fugacity constant 1 and the activities are
calculated from:

=a y p
p

y p
p

,i i i i
0 0 (10)

where p0 is the standard pressure. A similar approximation may be used
for the MSR reaction if the kinetics are not known, yielding:

=Q
a a

a a
KMSR

CO H

CH H O
MSR

3
2

4 2 (11)

The equilibrium constants in Eqs. (9) and (11) are obtained from the
Gibbs free energy change of the reaction at standard state:

=K exp G
RTm

m
0

(12)

However, a kinetic model is required if the reaction does not pro-
ceed infinitely fast, which is commonly reported to be the case for
methane. Therefore, two kinetic MSR models were derived in a pre-
vious study using data obtained from experiments on an electrolyte
supported cell with a Ni-GDC anode [21,29]. One is a global kinetic
model of the PL type and depends on reaction orders and for the
reactants methane and steam respectively and the activation energy Ea:
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=r k p p exp E
R T

Q
K

1 ,MSR CH H O
a MSR

MSR
0 4 2 (13)

The second kinetic model is of the HW type, assuming that the
dehydrogenation of the CHO radical on the catalyst surface is rate de-
termining. This mechanism was proposed by Xu et al. [38] for steam
reforming reactors with nickel catalysts and yields the following ex-
pression for the MSR rate:

=r k
p p
p den

exp E
R T

Q
K( )

1MSR
CH H O

H

a MSR

MSR
0 2.5 2

4 2

2 (14)

where the denominator is a Langmuir adsorption isotherm accounting
for the surface coverage by adsorbed oxygen from a steady state of
steam adsorption and hydrogen desorption, leading to:

= +den A exp H
RT

p
p

1 O
O H O

H

2

2 (15)

In this isotherm, A0 is pre-exponential factor of the temperature
dependent adsorption equilibrium constant with associated enthalpy

HO. Four parameters should be obtained from experimental data in
both kinetic models. While these are fully independent in the PL ex-
pression, two temperature dependent constants are required for the HW
kinetics as the dependence on the reactant and product partial pressures
depends on the rate limiting reaction step.

2.3. Electrochemical reactions

The spatial distribution of the electrochemical reaction rate, more
commonly referred to as the current density, is calculated using the
equipotential assumption, i.e. the voltage is uniform on the cell plane.
The bisection algorithm is used to determine the resulting cell voltage
for the total current drawn. This means that the current density dis-
tribution is calculated for which the sum of the overpotentials equals
the difference between cell voltage and the electrochemical equilibrium
potential, better known as the Nernst voltage:

= + +U UNernst cell ohm conc act (16)

Assuming that the kinetics of hydrogen oxidation dominate the
electrochemical reaction, the Nernst voltage is given by:

= +U G
F

R T
F

ln
a a

a2 2Nernst
H O

H O

0 2 2

2 (17)

The ohmic resistance of the PEN structure depends on the individual
resistances of the anode, cathode and electrolyte, and is proportional to
their thickness and disproportional to their electronic or ionic con-
ductivity. In addition, a contact resistance Rcontact is included to account
for non-ideal electrical contacts in the single cell test station and stack
assembly:

= + + +j Rohm
an

an

el

el

ca

ca
contact

(18)

It is assumed that the electrical conductivities of the anode and
cathode can be estimated with constant values for the operating con-
dition of the stack, since their temperature dependence is limited and
their conductivity is high for SOFC operating temperatures. The ionic
conductivity of the electrolyte, on the other hand, has a strong tem-
perature dependency and is thus calculated for the local PEN tem-
perature. A reasonable value for the contact resistance of a well-de-
signed stack is obtained from Liu et al. [39], while the contact
resistance for the single cell test setup was estimated based on an ex-
perimental IV-curve.

Concentration losses typically start to dominate the electrochemical
losses only for higher current densities. Even if the overall current
density is limited, local current densities can be high, especially toward
the outlet of a stack where the temperatures are usually highest. The

departure of the cell voltage from Nernst as a result of the concentration
gradient in the electrode can be shown to follow from [22].

= +R T
F

ln
p p
p p

RT
F

ln
p

p2 4
,conc

H O tpb H

H O H tpb

O

O tpb

,

, ,

2 2

2 2

2

2 (19)

in which pi tpb, is the partial pressure of species i in the triple phase
boundary, calculated from the bulk species partial pressure, corrected
using the local current density, electrode thickness and an effective
diffusion coefficient Deff :

=p p R T
F D

j
2H tpb H

an

eff an
,

,
2 2 (20)

= +p p R T
FD

j
2H O tpb H O

an

eff an
,

,
2 2 (21)

=p p p p exp R T
F D p

j
4O tpb O

ca

eff ca
,

,
2 2

(22)

The activation losses in the electrodes are calculated using the
Butler-Volmer equation. Assuming symmetry between the anodic and
cathodic reaction, the overpotentials follow from [40]:

= R T
F

sinh j
j2

,act
1

0 (23)

Although mathematically convenient, it should be noted that the
anode exchange current density j0 in the Butler-Volmer equation de-
pends on the concentrations of the reactants and products of the elec-
trochemical reaction. This is partly due to the equilibrium potential effect
discussed by Bessler et al. [41], since the forward and backward reac-
tions on the electrodes are affected by the electrical potential differ-
ence, which depends on the reactant and product concentrations. The
global influence of the reactants and products concentrations on j0 can
be shown to depend on these concentrations themselves and the rate
limiting charge transfer mechanism [41].

It should be noted that Eq. (23) is only valid if a single charge
transfer reaction is rate limiting and the reactant and product con-
centrations are constant, which is generally not the case for cermet
electrodes. In order to deal with the limited understanding of the fun-
damental electrochemical oxidation kinetics, it has become customary
to introduce global reaction orders for the reactant and product activ-
ities in the exchange current densities [42]:

=j k a exp
E
RTca ca O

a ca
0, 0,

,
2 (24)

=j k a a exp
E
R Tan an H H O

a an
0, 0,

,
2 2 (25)

The values of the reaction orders , and depend on the rate
limiting kinetics of the electrochemical reactions, temperature, reactant
and product concentrations and absolute electric potential difference. A
value of 1/4 is often used for , but for and values from 0 to 1 and
−1/2 to 1 respectively can be found in literature [41,43]. Since the
partial pressures of hydrogen and steam vary substantially along the
anode, especially under internal reforming conditions, values for and
are fitted using power curves provided by the manufacturer.

2.4. Effective diffusion coefficients

Effective diffusion coefficients are required to calculate the mass
transfer losses in the anode and cathode. Diffusion in the porous SOFC
electrodes has been extensively studied and various models have been
presented, usually accounting for multicomponent diffusion and wall-
surface interaction in the channels of the electrode material. In this
model, effective diffusion coefficients for hydrogen and steam in a
multicomponent gas mixture and oxygen in air are calculated within
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the porous electrodes, since they are only used to calculate concentra-
tion overpotentials for limiting current densities.

The approach in this study is similar to the one proposed by Chan
et al.[44]. Effective diffusion coefficients for hydrogen and steam in a
mixture are calculated from:

=D y Deff
i

i eff i,
(26)

Since the pore diameters in the porous electrodes of SOFCs are ty-
pically comparable to the mean free path of the gas molecules, Kundsen
diffusion should be accounted for. The Bosanquet formula is used to
calculate an effective diffusion coefficient for species i, which is then
corrected for the tortuous path of the molecule and the porosity of the
electrode:

= +D
D D
1 1 ,eff i
g i k i

,
, , (27)

In analogy with Yakabet et al. [45] the Knudsen diffusion coefficient
for species i is calculated from kinetic theory

=D RT
M

r2
3

8 ¯,k i
i

,
(28)

where r̄ is the mean pore radius of the electrode and Mi the molecular
mass of species i. The molecular diffusion coefficient of species i in a
multicomponent mixture is calculated from using Blanc’s law,

=D
y

y D
1

/
g i

i

j i
j ij

,

(29)

in which the binary diffusion coefficients Dij are calculated using
Fuller’s method [46,47]:

=
+ +

D T
p M M V V

0.00143
2(1/ 1/ ) ( )

ij
i j i j

1.75

1 23 3 (30)

2.5. Heat transfer coefficients

Heat transfer in SOFCs proceeds via conduction in the solid parts,
convection between the gases and the solids and radiation. It has been
shown that radiative heat transfer can be ignored in most cases for
planar stack designs, since the temperature gradients perpendicular to
the cells are usually small [48]. The convective heat transfer coefficient
between the solid parts and the gases in the SOFC can be calculated
from the Nusselt number

=h Nu
d

,g

h (31)

which is assumed to be independent of the Reynolds number due to the
laminar flow conditions, and has a constant value of 3.09 [22]. The
hydraulic diameter of the square gas channels follows from their width
wch and height ch

=
+

d w
w
2 ,h

ch ch

ch ch (32)

where the width of the channels is calculated from the width of the cell,
number of channels and interconnect thickness:

=w w
N

2·ch
cell

ch
IC (33)

The heat conductivity of the gas mixture is calculated using the
Wassiljewa equation [49]

=
y

y
,g

i

i i

j
j ij

(34)

where i is the thermal conductivity of the individual gas species, cal-
culated from an estimation method recommended by Todd et al. [47]

= C T0.01
1000

,i
n

n
n

(35)

and ij a function depending on the thermal conductivity and molecular
mass of the species involved, proposed by Mason et al. [50]:

=
+

+
M M

M M
[1 / / ]

8(1 / )
ij

i j i j

i j

24

(36)

2.6. Model parameters and boundary conditions

In principle, all equations discussed so far apply to both the model
of the single cell test setup and the stack. The difference between the
two models is in the geometrical parameters and boundary conditions
assumed. The cell parameters are based on ESC2 cells obtained from
Kerafol/H.C. Starck, for which MSR kinetics were derived in previous
work [21,29]. These cells have a Ni-GDC anode and an 8YSZ/LSM-LSM
double layer cathode supported on a dense 3YSZ electrolyte [51]. The
stack model is based on Mk200 stacks and the ISM V3.3 produced by
Sunfire/Staxera, which relies on the same cells [52]. The parameters
assumed in the model are summarised in Table 1.

Fig. 2 illustrates the differences between the ISM and single cell con-
figuration. The Sunfire/Staxera ISM V3.3 contains a single tower of two
Mk200 stacks consisting of 30 cells each with internal fuel manifolding.
The stack is placed in a thermally insulated box which provides external
air manifolding and has connections for the fuel and air in- and outlets,
electric power cables and instrumentation. The ISM offers a flexible so-
lution for system integrators, since other balance of plant components,
such as heat exchangers, blowers or (pre-) reformers, are not included.

Table 1
Parameters assumed in the stack and single cell test setup SOFC models, based
on ESC2 cells obtained from Kerafol/H.C. Starck and the ISM V3.3 from
Sunfire/Staxera.

Geometric properties Units ISM Single cell

No. of cells, Ncells [–] 60 1
Cell length, Lcell [m] 0.164 0.1
Active area length, Laa [m] 0.09 0.09
Cell width, wcell [m] 0.142 0.09
No. of channels, Nch [–] 24 22
Channel height, ch [m] 1e−3 2.5e−3
Electrolyte thickness, el [m] 90e−6 90e−6
Anode thickness, an [m] 35e−6 35e−6
Cathode thickness, ca [m] 35e−6 35e−6
Interconnect thickness, IC [m] 500e−6 –
No. of control volumes, Ncv [–] 50+(2×21) 250

Thermal properties

PEN density, PEN [kg m−3] 5900
PEN heat capacity, cp PEN, [J kg−1 K−1] 500
PEN thermal cond., PEN [W m−1 K−1] 2
IC density, IC [kg m−3] 8000
IC heat capacity, cp IC, [J kg−1 K−1] 500
IC thermal cond., IC [W m−1 K−1] 24
Ins. thermal cond., ins [W K−1] 2.91e-3

Electrolyte and electrode properties

Electrolyte conductivity, el [ 1 m−1] 20.5e3 exp(−9.03e3/T)
Anode conductivity, an [ 1 m−1] 30.3e3
Cathode conductivity, ca [ 1 m−1] 12.9e3
Contact resistance, Rcontact [ m2] 5e−6 5.5e−5
Electrode porosity, [–] 0.3
Electrode tortuosity factor, [–] 6
Electrode pore radius, r̄ [m] 5e−7
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An inactive in- and outflow manifold is present in the stack where
only heat transfer is expected to occur, since the cells are contained in
metal cassettes in the stack. The temperature of the ISM is sustained by
the heat produced by the electrochemical reaction. Overheating of the
stack is prevented by control of the cathode air flow, although heat will
be lost through the insulation as well. The active area of the stack is
discretised into 50 control volumes, and the inactive in- and outlet
areas are subsequently divided into 21 control volumes each.

In the single cell test setup 10 × 10 cm cells are placed in a ceramic
holder with fuel and air manifolding. Compression seals are used to seal
the anode and cathode compartments, and nickel meshes are used as
current collector. The ceramic holder is placed in an isolated furnace
equipped with electric heaters and temperature control. This is used to
maintain a constant cell temperature in the ceramic block during the
MSR experiments. The active area of the single cell had to be discretised
into 250 control volumes to accurately capture the sharp temperature
gradients encountered at the inlet, a result of the prescribed wall
temperature boundary condition.

Spatial variations perpendicular to the flow direction are ignored,
since the model is formulated in 1D. Therefore, only boundary condi-
tions on the inlets, outlets and perpendicular to the cell assembly need
to be defined. A periodic boundary condition is assumed on the inter-
connect in the stack model, thus assuming an infinitely repeated stack
assembly. Furthermore, it is assumed that the temperature gradient in
the boundaries is negligible due to the insulation material applied:

= =

T
x

0s

x x L0 (37)

The heat loss to the environment is calculated from Newton’s

cooling law, and thus proportional to the temperature difference with
the environment multiplied by an effective heat transfer coefficient ins.
This heat loss term is subtracted in the boundaries of the interconnect of
each cell:

= = =Q T T x x L
x x L

( ) if 0
0 if 0loss

ins IC env

(38)

An environment temperature of 25 °C is assumed. The heat transfer
coefficient of the ISM isolation is estimated based on a reference op-
erating point specified by the manufacturer of the ISM, which results in
a total heat loss of 250W for the 60 cell ISM. This is in good agree-
ment with the value reported by a system integrator [52].

A prescribed temperature boundary condition is applied to the cell
boundaries and the walls representing the ceramic block in the single
cell model, since the temperature of the ceramic block was controlled in
the experiments with the furnace heating:

= == =T T TPEN x x L wall furnace0 (39)

The system of equations described in this section is implemented in
Matlab/Simulink using S-Functions. The system is solved dynamically
using implicit Runge-Kutta with a trapezoidal rule as a first and back-
ward differentiation as a second stage (ode23tb).

3. Results

3.1. Stack model validation and evaluation

The ISM model is validated with power curves published by Sunfire/
Staxera for their ISM V3.3 [30,31]. These specify the stack power for

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the modelling platform. A schematic overview of the ISM is shown on the top left, and one of the single cell test station on the
right. A control volume including the relevant reactions is shown in the bottom centre, with indication of the boundary conditions for the two modelled geometries on
the sides.
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different stack currents at reference conditions for three gas composi-
tions: a hydrogen-nitrogen mixture, a CPOX reformate and a SR. An
overview of these reference operating conditions and fuel compositions
is given in Table 2. The manufacturer advices temperature control
trough manipulation of the cathode airflow or inlet temperature.
Therefore, a control loop is implemented in the model which adjusts the
airflow such that a maximum PEN temperature of 850 °C is maintained.

The hydrogen content of the fuel mixture specified varies from 31%
in the CPOX reformate to 53% in the SR. In addition, the SR contains
24% steam, while the hydrogen–nitrogen mixture is dry. The hydrogen
and steam partial pressure affect the cell voltages and consequently the
power curves due to changes in the Nernst potential and the anode
exchange current density [41]. However, the dependency of the anode
exchange current density is a subject of debate and thus unknown.
Therefore, appropriate values are determined for the investigated stack
using the power curves reported for three different gas compositions.

The activation polarization model proposed by Costamagna et al.
[43] is implemented, which relates exchange current densities to global
dependencies on the reactants and products and an Arrhenius tem-
perature dependency. In addition, all parameters for the cathode are
adopted, i.e. the cathode pre-exponential factor k ca0, , reaction order for
oxygen , as well as the activation energies for the exchange current
densities of both electrodes. However, reaction orders for hydrogen
and steam , ranging from 0 to 1 and −1/2 to 1 respectively, are
evaluated. The value of the pre-exponential factor is determined for
hydrogen-nitrogen operation at a stack current of 27 A for every
combination of and . Table 3 presents a selection of evaluated values
for Eqs. (24) and (25).

Fig. 3 shows the power curves simulated with the ISM model for
four exchange current density models compared to the values published
by the manufacturer for the three fuel compositions. The model predicts
the power curve for hydrogen nitrogen operation with reasonable ac-
curacy, regardless of the formulation of the anode exchange current
density. Most formulations perform reasonable well for CPOX reformate
as well, but clear differences are observed for SR. The model with
proportional dependence on the steam and hydrogen partial pressure
predicts higher cell voltages for SR operation than hydrogen nitrogen
operation, while the opposite is reported by the ISM manufacturer. The
best results are obtained for a square root dependence on only the
hydrogen partial pressure (R2 = 0.99). Therefore, this anode exchange
current density formulation is selected.

Table 4 compares the simulation results to reference operating
parameters specified by the manufacturer. The simulated cathode outlet
temperature is only 3.2 °C lower than the manufacturer reference,
probably because a 0.7 Nl min−1 higher cathode airflow is required to
limit the PEN temperature to 850 °C in the model. The stack voltage and
power are in good agreement as well, demonstrating the ability of the
model to simulate the behaviour of a commercial stack with high ac-
curacy. The results confirm that the assumed heat transfer coefficient
results in the expected heat loss of 250W at reference conditions [52].

The advantage of 1D models over the more commonly used lumped
parameter models is in the ability to resolve spatial distributions of
temperatures, concentrations and reaction rates along the flow direc-
tion. Fig. 4 shows the temperature profiles of air, fuel, interconnect and
PEN structure along the inactive and active area of stack for the oper-
ating conditions shown in Table 4. The temperature difference between
the four layers is relatively small along the flow direction, with the
exception a small inlet section. The temperatures are substantially
higher at the beginning and end of the active area than in the inactive
boundaries due to heat losses to the surroundings. The PEN temperature
initially drops while heat is transferred from the hot fuel to the cold
cathode air, then increases along the active area as waste heat is pro-
duced by the electrochemical reaction, and finally drops again due to
heat loss to the surroundings.

Fig. 5a compares the PEN temperature profile for hydrogen-ni-
trogen, CPOX and SR operation. The current density distributions and

temperature gradients predicted for the active area are shown in Fig. 5b
and c respectively. The average PEN temperature is highest for hy-
drogen-nitrogen operation, closely followed by CPOX. Endothermic
cooling from the reforming reaction, assumed to react to chemical
equilibrium instantly, causes the PEN temperature to drop sharply at
the beginning of the active area for SR.

The current density distribution is relatively homogeneous for the
hydrogen-nitrogen fuel mixture, since the effect of a decreasing hy-
drogen and increasing steam concentration on the Nernst voltage along
the flow direction is compensated by the increasing PEN temperature.
The presence of steam in fuel and the higher air flow required to cool
the stack result in a larger current density variation for CPOX. Similarly,
the low inlet temperatures caused by the endothermic DIR reaction
induce large current density variations for SR. Therefore, the tem-
perature gradients are substantially higher compared to hydrogen-ni-
trogen and CPOX fuel mixtures.

3.2. Transient simulations

The stack model developed is dynamic and can thus be used to si-
mulate transient operation of the ISM. Although the validation of the
stack model is limited to steady-state performance in this study due to
the lack of reliable data, the transient capabilities of the model are
demonstrated by simulating the start-up behaviour of the ISM for
completeness. According to the manufacturer, the stack should be pre-
heated to a temperature 650 °C by a start-up burner after which
current is drawn to support further heating to the operating tempera-
ture. The current should not be increased faster than 2 A min−1 and a
stack voltage below 36 V has to be avoided.

Fig. 6 shows the simulated ISM start-up behaviour assuming hy-
drogen-nitrogen operation at reference conditions. Two scenarios are
simulated: in the first one the current is ramped to the nominal value of
27 A with the maximum rate specified by the manufacturer, while the
current is stepped to the final value in the second scenario. Fig. 6b
shows that application of the specified current ramp results in a gradual
change of the stack voltage, while a step change of the current causes an
instant drop below the minimum specified for safe operation. The re-
latively high voltage drop for a step change is a result from the high
electrolyte resistance at a lower average PEN temperature.

Safe heating of the stack to the desired temperature with the spe-
cified current ramp can take up to half an hour, as can be seen in
Fig. 6c. A higher current ramp may bring this down to 15min, but will
cause the stack voltage to drop below acceptable values. This may cause
large cell-to-cell variations in the stack, resulting in potentially dete-
riorating local hot spots. In addition, rapid ramping may induce rela-
tively large local temperature gradients, as is evident from the max-
imum PEN temperature gradient in Fig. 6d. The resulting thermal strain
may damage the stack.

Table 2
Reference operating temperatures, fuel utilisation and fuel compositions spe-
cified by Sunfire/Staxera for their ISM V3.3 [30,31].

Reference operating conditions Units Value

Anode gas inlet temp, Tan
in [°C] 800

Cathode gas inlet temp, Tca
in [°C] 650

Max PEN temperature, max T( )PEN [°C] 850–860
Fuel utilisation, uf [–] 0.75

Air and fuel compositions

Air O2 (20%) N2 (80%)
H2/N2 H2 (40%) N2 (60%)
CPOX H2 (31%) N2 (47%) H O2 (5%) CO (15%) CO2

(2%)
SR H2 (53%) H O2 (24%) CO (6%) CO2 (9%) CH4

(8%)
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3.3. Internal reforming in single cell experiments

Direct internal MSR was experimentally studied by Fan et al. [21]
on 10 × 10 cm single ESC2 cells obtained from Kerafol (former H.C.
Starck). The reforming data was used to parameterise two different
kinetic models, one of the PL and the other of the HW type [29]. Both
rate equations were then implemented in a CFD model. Both kinetic
models predicted comparable overall MSR rates, but higher tempera-
ture gradients were predicted by the HW kinetics due to their non-
monotonic dependency on the steam-to-hydrogen ratio.

The objective of this study is to transfer the kinetic models derived
in previous work to the 1D ISM model. A general problem when
transferring kinetic mechanisms derived on substrate materials to stack
models is the selection of an appropriate value for the frequency factor
k0 in Eqs. (13) and (14). Data fitting typically yields an arbitrary rate
constant in mol s−1, which can be normalised by, for example, the
anode volume, active area or the weight or surface area of the catalyst.
However, it is difficult to account for geometrical, structural and ma-
terial variations between different anodes.

It would be more appropriate to obtain an appropriate value for k0
from stack operation data, but this is difficult as all methane is typically
converted within the stack and hence no reforming rates can be deduced.
However, in this case the reforming parameters are derived using data
obtained from same cells used in the Sunfire ISM V3.3. In theory, this
enables direct transfer of the MSR kinetics to the stack model. To de-
monstrate the validity of this approach, the original experimental condi-
tions are simulated using a single cell version of the 1D model.

Table 5 presents an overview of the simulated experimental

conditions. The values of k0 are chosen such that the simulated methane
conversion matches the experimentally observed value for gas compo-
sition (GC) 1 at 725 °C and open circuit conditions. However, the values
are found to be within 10% of those obtained in the fitting procedure, in
which a simplified isothermal ideal plug flow reactor model was as-
sumed. An overview of the parameters used in the PL and HW rate
equation is given in Table 6.

Fig. 7a shows temperature profiles along the flow direction calcu-
lated with 1D single cell model and those obtained with the 3D CFD
model published earlier for GC 1 at 725 °C and open circuit conditions
[29]. The temperature profiles predicted with the 1D model are quali-
tatively in good agreement with the CFD model, especially considering
that it lacks most geometrical information, such as the shifted position
of the fuel in- and outlet tubes. Both models predict higher temperature
gradients for the HW kinetics.

Table 3
Parameters used in Eqs. (24) and (25) to calculate the exchange current den-
sities for different global dependencies on the oxygen, hydrogen and steam
partial pressures.

Cathode

[–] k ca0, [A m−2] Ea ca, [J mol −1]

1/4 7e8 120e3

Anode

[–] [–] k̄ an0, [A m−2] Ea an, [J mol −1]

1/2 0 1.81e9 120e3
1 −1/2 1.381e9
0 0 9e8
1 1 4.2e10

Fig. 3. Simulated power curves for hydrogen-nitrogen (∘), CPOX (▵) and SR (□) fuel versus data provided by Sunfire/Staxera for their ISM V3.3 ( ) for differen
global reaction orders for hydrogen ( ) and steam ( ) in the anode exchange current density.

Table 4
Simulated operating conditions for the ISM operating at reference conditions
when a current of 26.2 A is drawn and 36 Nl min−1 H2/N2 fuel is supplied. The
cathode airflow is controlled to limit the maximum PEN temperature to 850°C.

Operating parameter Units Simulated Specified

Cathode outlet temp, Tca
out [°C] 821.8 825

Cathode inlet flow, Vca
in [Nl min−1] 150.7 150

Oxygen utilisation, uox [–] 0.17 –
Stack voltage, Ustack [V] 42.66 42
Stack power, Pstack [W] 1118 1100
Heat loss, Qloss [W] 250.3 –

Fig. 4. Temperature profiles of air, fuel, PEN structure and interconnect along
the flow direction, both in the inactive and active area of the stack, for the
conditions presented in Table 4.
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Fig. 7b shows a comparison of the current-voltage characteristics
predicted with the PL and HW rate equations to experimental data.
These are obtained with the electrochemical model derived for the ISM
model, although the contact resistance is adjusted to account for non-
ideal contacting in the experimental setup. This uncertainty is difficult
to eliminate since the contact resistance depends on the contact be-
tween the anode and the current collector, which varies from experi-
ment to experiment, for example due to changes in the compression
seals. Nonetheless, it can be seen that the predicted open circuit vol-
tages agree well with the experimental value. Higher voltages are
predicted using HW kinetics, probably since the reforming reaction
proceeds faster at the entrance according to this reaction model.

Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the experimental MSR rates and
simulation results for some of the conditions specified in Table 5. Both
the PL and HW model show good agreement with the experimental
data, although the PL rate equation performs slightly better, in contrast
to finding using the CFD model [29]. In general, the validation results
give confidence for implementation of the MSR kinetics in the ISM
model.

3.4. Reforming kinetics in stack modelling

Fig. 9b compares the MSR rates predicted along the active area of
the stack with the PL and HW rate expression to the original results
assuming chemical equilibrium, for ISM operation at the reference
conditions specified in Table 2 for SR fuelling. As expected, the MSR
rates are considerably lower for the kinetic models, revealing that the

MSR reaction is kinetically limited for typical stack operating condi-
tions.

The PL kinetics predict higher reaction rates than the HW rate
equation at the entrance of the active area, in contrast to the findings
for the experimental conditions. This is attributed to the relatively low
steam-to-hydrogen ratio in the partly pre-reformed fuel compared to
the experiment, where the fresh fuel consisted primarily of methane
and steam only. Still, even with the slower HW kinetics all methane is
reformed within the stack length.

Fig. 9a compares the PEN temperature profiles in the active and
inactive area of the stack predicted by the PL and HW rate expression to
assuming chemical equilibrium. The wider distribution of the en-
dothermic MSR reaction results in a more gradual increase of the PEN
temperature. In addition, the somewhat unlikely cold spot predicted
assuming chemical equilibrium disappears. As a result, the PEN tem-
perature gradients are smoothened as well, as is shown in Fig. 9c. The
maximum PEN temperature gradients are 45.7, 31.9 and 30.2 °C cm−1

for chemical equilibrium, PL and HW kinetics respectively.
Fig. 10 shows there is little influence of the internal MSR kinetics on

the overall power production by the stack. With the HW kinetics the
predicted power curve is closest to the one reported by the manu-
facturer, followed by the PL kinetics and assuming chemical equili-
brium. However, the overall maximum deviation between the predicted
stack powers is only 5W. This emphasises that realistic predictions of
the DIR rate is primarily important for accurate thermal stress predic-
tions.

Fig. 5. PEN temperature profiles along the flow direction in the stack (Fig. 4), as well as the current density distribution (Fig. 5b) and PEN temperature gradient in
the active area (Fig. 5c) for a reference operating conditions and fuel compositions specified in Table 2 and a stack current of 27 A.
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4. Discussion

The 1D dynamic modelling platform presented in this study enables
the simulation of both a single cell experimental setup and a commer-
cial ISM with a single set of equations, changing only geometrical
parameters and boundary conditions. Therefore, it enables validation of
kinetics derived from single cell experiments and allows for direct
transfer to models for stack simulation. Single cell experiments are
expected to yield more reliable reforming kinetics than data collection
from substrate reactors, while being substantially less complicated and
easier to instrument and control than experiments on complete stack
assemblies.

Dynamic models of the same stack design have been developed by
Kupecki et al. [53,54], Sorce et al. [24] and Greco et al. [55]. Kupecki
et al. [54] validated the voltages predicted by their quisi-1D model
dynamically with current ramps for two methane containing gas com-
positions. Greco et al. [55] used a full 1D dynamic model to study faulty
states, for example due to reformer malfunctioning. However, it ap-
pears that heat transfer in the inactive area of the stack was not in-
cluded in these models. Moreover, chemical equilibrium was assumed
for the internal reforming reaction.

It was shown in this work that assuming chemical equilibrium for
the reforming reaction results in unrealistic temperature profile pre-
dictions. Thermal stresses can be more accurately estimated using ap-
propriate kinetic models for the MSR reaction on the anode. However,
the PL and HW kinetics derived in previous work yielded different re-
action rates temperature profiles in the 1D stack model, even though

Fig. 6. Stack voltage, average PEN temperature and maximum PEN temperature gradient (Figs. 6b–6d) for a simulated system start-up, either by a step change to the
stack current or with the maximum allowable current ramp specified by the ISM manufacturer (Fig. 6a).

Table 5
Overview of the conditions simulated for the experiments on ESC2 cells ob-
tained from Kerafol/H.C. Starck. [21]. The volume flows are specified for at-
moshperic pressure and a temperature of 120°C, such that all steam is evapo-
rated.

Gas compositions Temperatures Current density

[Nml min −1] CH4 H O2 H2 N2 [°C] [A m−2]

GC 1 220 450 80 270
GC 2 300 450 80 190 700, 725, 750 0, 600, 1000
GC 3 220 540 80 180

Table 6
Parameters used in the MSR Eqs. (13)–(15), obtained from previous work [29].
The frequency factors k0 are fitted to the experimental conversioins for GC 1 at
725 °C and open circuit conditions in Table 5.

Power law

[–] [–] k0 [mol Pa−0.561 s−1 m−2] Ea [J mol−1]

0.6505 −0.0895 1.67e−2 62.99e3

Hougen-Watson

AO [–] HO [J mol−1 s−1] k0 [mol Pa0.5 s−1 m−2] Ea [J mol−1]

268.0 38.4e3 5.92e10 165.1e3
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both were derived from the same experimental data and shown capable
to reproduce the experimentally observed conversions in the 1D single
cell model.

The total number of parameters is higher for the HW than the PL
kinetics. However, both the PL and HW kinetics have four free-fitted
parameters, since the reactant and product partial pressure dependency
is not fitted but based on an intrinsic rate limiting mechanism. The
parameters are entirely independent in the PL kinetics, while two pre-
exponential factors and their respective energies are determined for the
HW kinetics. Statistically, the PL kinetics showed slightly better
agreement with the experimental data, but the HW kinetics ideally
contain information on the intrinsic rate determining mechanism and
are, therefore, expected to predict the internal reforming kinetics more
accurately.

Although PL kinetics do not contain any mechanistic information, they
may still yield more realistic temperature profiles than assuming the re-
forming reaction to be in equilibrium. Assuming proportionality to the
methane partial pressure might be acceptable as well if some inaccuracy in
the predicted thermal stresses is allowed. However, it is not clear if this
holds for more substantially deviating operating conditions, such as
changes in the extent of pre-reforming, oxygen-to-carbon ratio in the fuel,
inlet temperatures of air and fuel, fuel utilisation and anodic off-gas re-
circulation. Further study is required to discriminate between different
kinetic models and determine the rate limiting step(s) of the reforming
reaction on different SOFC anode materials.

The electrochemical reactions in the anode were accounted for
using a symmetric Butler-Volmer equation, as it is numerically con-
venient and Noren et al. [40] showed that errors due to this assumption
are small for typical SOFC operation. This result was confirmed in our
simulations as well. Global reaction orders for hydrogen and steam
were determined in the anode exchange current density to account for
the rate limiting hydrogen oxidation kinetics, using power curves from
the stack manufacturer for three different fuel compositions.

Bessler et al. [41] pointed out the limitations of using global de-
pendencies, since the hydrogen oxidation reaction is a complicated
multi-step process and there is no agreement on exact mechanism.
Depending on the rate determining step, the global reaction orders may
depend on the hydrogen and steam partial pressures themselves, tem-
perature and anode materials. However, implementing a multi-step
heterogeneous reaction mechanism for the hydrogen oxidation reaction
may be overly complicated for control-oriented computationally in-
expensive dynamic models.

Good results were obtained for a square root dependency of the
anode exchange current density on the hydrogen partial pressure, while
no evidence of the influence of the steam partial pressure was found.
Ignoring these global dependencies or using values reported in litera-
ture yielded inaccurate predictions of the ISM power when the fuel
composition was changed. Although the global reaction order for hy-
drogen supports a hydrogen spill-over charge transfer mechanism, a
positive steam partial pressure dependency is reported for most charge

Fig. 7. Comparison of the temperature profiles predicted with the PL and HW kinetics to those obtained with CFD modelling in previous work [29], and predicted IV
curves compared to the experimental data.

Fig. 8. Overall methane steam reforming rates
predicted with the 1D single cell model with PL and
HW kinetics ( ) versus the experimental
values ( ) for various gas compositions,
temperatures and electrochemical cu.rrent den-
sities.
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transfer rate limiting reactions. While hydrogen oxidation kinetics have
been studied extensively on Ni-YSZ anodes, this result highlights the
necessity to study them on other anodes such as Ni-GDC and wider
steam-to-hydrogen ratios as well.

The approach presented was shown to enable simulation of the
performance of both single cell experiments as well as a commercial
ISM with high accuracies. The model formulation is dynamic, and load

transient could be simulated with good accuracy and numerical stabi-
lity as well as limited computational time. In addition, thermal stresses
induced by DIR in a commercial ISM could be predicted based on re-
forming data obtained in single cell experiments. Therefore, the mod-
elling platform may be a powerful tool for future studies on design,
operation and control of SOFC stacks and systems.

The model could only be validated with the available data specified
by a single manufacturer in this work. However, the approach may be
extended to different stack designs and validated for more operating
conditions, such as variations in the extent of pre-reforming, oxygen-to-
carbon ratio in the fuel, inlet temperature of air and fuel, fuel utilisation
and anode off-gas recirculation. In addition, further validation of the
transient predictions is required, as well as further study on the intrinsic
kinetics of both the reforming and electrochemical reactions.

The dynamic modelling approach developed in this study can be
used to study off-design operation of commercial ISMs and integration
with balance of plant components. The models developed can be used
to predict the electrochemical performance of the stack, air flow re-
quired to maintain a constant temperature as well as thermal stresses
induced. In addition, the model may be used to simulate transient op-
eration and develop adequate control logic for integrated systems.

5. Conclusions

A 1D dynamic SOFC modelling platform was developed in this study
to simulate a single cell experimental setup as well as a commercial
ISM, changing only geometrical parameters and boundary conditions.

Fig. 9. PEN temperature profiles in the active and inactive area of the stack (Fig. 9a), and methane steam reforming rates (Fig. 9b) and PEN temperature gradients
(Fig. 9c) along the active area for SR operation with different reforming models.

Fig. 10. Simlated power curves with different MSR kinetics versus data pub-
lished by the manufacturer (□).
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The models were used to validate PL and HW MSR kinetics derived in
single cell experiments and use these to predict the spatial distribution
of the MSR reaction in a commercial ISM equipped with the same
electrolyte supported SOFCs with Ni-GDC anodes.

While the HW kinetics predicted higher reforming rates for the
operating conditions in the single cell experiments compared to PL ki-
netics, this trend reverses for the investigated stack operating condi-
tions due to the lower steam-to-hydrogen ratio in the pre-reformed fuel
used in stack operation. As a result, the predicted temperature gradients
are slightly smaller for the HW kinetics. However, both the PL and HW
kinetics predicted more realistic temperature profiles in the ISM model
than assuming chemical equilibrium, thus indicating that DIR is kine-
tically limited for the investigated conditions and giving a more rea-
sonable estimation of the local temperature gradients.

Power curves published by the ISM manufacturer for hydrogen-ni-
trogen, CPOX reformate and SR fuels were used to determine the global
reaction orders for the hydrogen and steam in the anode exchange
current density. Good results were obtained with a square root de-
pendency of the anode exchange current density on the hydrogen
pressure, while no evidence for an effect of the steam partial pressure
was found.

The 1D dynamic model was shown to simulate SOFCs in both single
cell and stack configuration with good accuracy. The modelling ap-
proach can be used to simulate off-design conditions and transient
operation of commercial ISMs, study system integration and develop
adequate energy management and control strategies of SOFC systems.
However, further study on the rate limiting steps in the reforming and
electrochemical oxidation reaction is required. In addition, the tran-
sient predictions of the model need further validation.
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